In view of the fact that SaaS service cannot currently guarantee reliability and instantaneity, a dynamic SaaS service selection strategy based on Skyline (SSBS) is proposed. In this method, to select the matching services in the SaaS services library, the Skyline computation is used to reduce redundancy. Then, service selection can be made using mixed integer programming. The experimental results show that the proposed method can accurately select the most suitable could service.
Introduction
SaaS (Software as a Service) [2, 6] is an application of cloud computation that provides leased online software service to achieve rapid development in the current open network environment. Thus, various kinds of applications aimed at services have emerged. With an increasing number of SaaS services deployed on cloud platforms, many of which have identical or similar functions to meet user's demand, it is imperative to be able to select SaaS services or services combinations from among numerous services in a timely and accurate manner.
Because QoS can distinguish services well, many service selection methods for QoS have been proposed by current scholars. Resource virtualization and service encapsulation of a logistics centre was studied in [5] and focuses on those technologies. The advantages of global and local choices are combined in [7] to implement a hybrid selection method that resolves global QoS constraints into local constraints and considers global factors in making a local choice. Achieving the implementation of optimal service selection can reduce the cost of service selection. In [3] , the authors proposed a dynamic service selection method based on the global QoS constraint decomposition. The method is based on adaptive adjustment of fuzzy logic and the adaptive particle swarm optimization algorithm. Adaptive global QoS constraints can be disintegrated to satisfy the local constraints preferred by the user, and then this method is used to select the local optimization. Candidate services were screened with different QoSs in [8] to choose the Skyline service to participate in a composite service choice. Weeding out the candidate atomic services with poor QoS reduces the scale of candidate services and improves the efficiency of the selection method. In [9] , the candidate services were screened in advance according to certain rules. This filtering process reduced the number of available services. Then, linear programming based on the global optimization method is adopted to produce the final combination scheme. Trust was introduced into the service selection in [12] , proposing a dynamic service selection algorithm based on ant colony optimization to avoid the phenomenon in which all composite services implementations go through the same path. The authors of [1] studied the optimal combination problem based on per-flow and created a unified plan for multiple service selection schemes in the prediction of the user task arrival rate.
The previous research improved the accuracy and reliability of service selection but still has the following deficiencies. First, it does not take the uncertain problems of SaaS service QoS data into account. Second, it matches and chooses all services in the SaaS services library. Third, it does not consider the SaaS services dynamic problem. To make up for these shortages, this paper will divide the SaaS service selection process into two phases: the service selection design phase and the service selection execution phase. The selection design phase does offline calculation by employing the Skyline calculation method and is responsible for the updating the Skyline service. Thus, offline process never affects the time performance of the service selection phase. The selection execution phase is responsible for selecting the optimal service combination that meets users' QoS global constraint.
Service selection method based on the skyline

Cloud model
The cloud model is a transformative model that considers the uncertainty between qualitative linguistic values and quantitative values. It was proposed by Li Deyi, who primarily considers the relevancy between randomness and fuzziness on the basis of probability theory and fuzzy set theory. It has been employed in intelligent control, fuzzy evaluation, evolutionary computation and many other fields. The next section of this paper gives parts of the related concepts and definitions for cloud model. Definition 1(cloud and cloud droplet) Suppose U is a quantitative domain theory denoted by a numerical value, and C is the qualitative concept on space U . If the quantitative value xU  is a Random implementation of the qualitative concept C , the certainty degree ( ) [0, 1] x   that x has for C is a random number with a stable tendency :
, then x 's distribution on domain theory U is called as cloud and denoted as () Cx, in which every x is called a cloud droplet.
The overall features that the cloud model expresses can be reflected by the digital characteristics of the cloud. The cloud expected value Ex , entropy En and hyper entropy He are three characteristics that represent the whole concept (this paper uses this concept to express the stability of QoS, namely, the uncertainty). The expectation of the cloud Ex is located at the centre of gravity in the cloud. It is formed by the typical user values used for service property evaluations and is measured by the service QoS attribute feedback data of an average level. Entropy En is the distance a cloud droplet is from Ex . This is indicated by user feedback data with an average deviation degree, namely, the fluctuation range of the service QoS attribute data that users can accept. He expresses the thickness of the cloud and the random size of cloud droplets' uncertainty as measured by the stability of users' QoS attribute data. These three numerical characteristics are used to express the overall qualitative concepts of ( , , ) C Ex En He , which is known as the characteristic vector of the cloud model.
Redundant services eliminating algorithm based on Skyline computation
Skyline computation is a process that extracts data objects to form a collection of objects not dominated by any other data objects from a database. Its purpose is to choose the best or the most significant objects from huge amounts of information [4, 10, 11] . In recent years, Skyline has attracted more attention and has been applied to data mining, data visualization, peerto-peer networks and many other fields. This paper specifically presents parts of the relevant Skyline concepts and definitions. Definition 4 (Skyline service) Skyline service refers to a candidate set of services SkyS that is not dominated by other services in a service class S .
For example, in a Skyline service, this paper shows how to eliminate redundant candidate services using a Skyline calculation to keep those potential candidate services that might become the service component. This process aims to reduce both the searching space of service selection methods and the computing time. Through the above example, we can see that the number of candidate services in service class j S decreased from the original 7 to 3, eliminating four redundant candidate services, which achieves the purpose of reducing the service selection search space. Of course, in determining the Skyline service of each service class, it is necessary to compare multiple QoS attributes of all the candidate service. When the number of candidate services is large, the calculation process may take more time. However, because service selection and the Skyline computation function independently, this paper uses the existing Skyline computation method to perform offline computations (it is responsible for the update of Skyline services). Because it belongs to the service selection design stage, it will not affect the time performance of service selection stage. However, the SaaS service in the library service is constantly changing. In other words, new services join the library and service failures or QoS changes will occur. These changes lead to positional changes of service in the service space and thus affect the Skyline service.
Skyline service dynamic maintenance algorithm
The dynamic SaaS service environment includes service additions, service failures and service QoS changes. Service QoS changes can be viewed as the integration of two processes: original service invalidation and new service generation. Therefore, for convenience, this paper considers only two cases: service additions and service failures. The Skyline maintenance algorithms for service addition and service failure are described below.
(1) Skyline maintenance algorithm for service addition In a two-dimensional tape model, there are two service attributes for response time and service cost. There are two tapes R and C, and the position of service t s on the tapes can be respectively defined as t R and t C . Algorithm 1 is the Skyline maintenance algorithm for service adding. (2) Skyline maintenance algorithm for service failure Before describing the Skyline maintenance algorithm for service failure, we first need to introduce the concept of the only dominant area. As shown in Figure 2 , the services in the grey rectangle area are dominated only by service 2 s on the Skyline rather than any other services. We call it the only dominant area of service 2 s . However, the services on the upper right two sides of the rectangle do not belong to the only dominant area of 2 s , since they are dominated by service 1 s and service 3 s , respectively. If the failure service s is the dominated service, there is no effect on Skyline services. However, if the failure service is on Skyline, then we need to calculate the local-Skyline in the only dominant area of service s and insert it into the original Skyline to form a new Skyline. Because services in the only dominant area of service s are dominated by service s only, when service s loses efficacy, other services on the original Skyline cannot dominate these services. Therefore, the localSkyline in the only dominant area becomes a part of the new Skyline and will be added to the original Skyline. Take Figure  2 for example. The local-Skyline computation process is as follows. Use the coordinates of 2 s for the lower left corner and the synthetic coordinates of s3 abscissa and s1 ordinate as the upper right corner to form the only dominant area of a rectangular. We can use the BBS (Branch and Bound Skyline) or BNL (Block Nested Loops) method to calculate the Skyline in this area, namely, the local-Skyline of service 2 s . If the dynamic probability of service change is not high, we can take the local-Skyline computation process of every Skyline service as a pretreatment process. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code implementation for this process. ( ) , m q S C C CS    .
Since this study blocks services with large QoS uncertainty using the cloud model and eliminates redundant services using the Skyline computation, it reduces the search space for service selection and guarantees the security of services. Therefore, this paper only needs to make a service selection from the Skyline service to obtain the optimal combination of global service that can meet the users' global QoS constraints.
Mixed integer programming was used to solve the optimal combination service that satisfies above two conditions. Here, ji x denotes the corresponding binary variables of the candidate service ji s in service class j S . If 1 ji x  , then ji s was selected as the optimal component of the combination service. Otherwise 0 ji x  and the service will be discarded. At this point, the method that can obtain the optimal combination service is the solution to the following multi-objective optimization problem:
A combination service utility function:
Global QoS constraints: 
In equation (2), n is the number of service classes, l is the number of candidate services in the service class, r is the number of QoS attributes, m is the number of QoS constrained attributes, and m C is the value of QoS constraints. Therefore, by using mixed integer programming, we can quickly and reliably select the optimal global combination service that can satisfy users' QoS constraints from the Skyline service of each service class.
Comparison and analysis of algorithms
Test indicators
To evaluate the SaaS services dynamic selection strategy based on the backward clouds and Skyline, this paper uses two evaluation indexes: execute success ratio and calculation time.
Definition 6
Execute Success Ratio (ESR) includes the running t times in a combination service. If the ratio of its QoS total utility function (overall utility, OU for short) and its actual operation monitoring results (monitoring result, MR for short) is not less than the set threshold, and the ratio of the user's QoS constraints attribute values and monitoring aggregate attribute values is not less than the percentage of the number of times () h of the set threshold and t . 
From equation (3), the greater ESR is, the higher its success rate is and the better the service selection method is. In this paper's experiment, 0.9 h  and 200 t  . Definition 7 Calculation Time, (CT ) refers to the average computation time that the combination algorithm needs to generate the combination service. This indicator reflects the efficiency of the algorithm and indicates its capacity for running in a large-scale environment.
Experiments settings
These experiments perform a quantitative comparison among SSBS, the classic typical Global optimal service selection method [5] (used in this paper) and the Hybrid optimization method proposed in recent years [7] . For the experimental dataset, this paper adopts two kinds of data collection, namely, public effective data collection QWS (Quality of Web Service) and synthetic datasets. The first dataset is a QWS real dataset, in which all data were collected from public services on the Internet. This dataset contains 2500 services and their 6 corresponding QoS attribute values: response time, throughput, usability, accessibility, interoperability and service costs. The second dataset is generated by the Skyline dataset generator, in which each service generates the same six QoS attributes as those from the QWS. It also contains three different types of two-dimensional QoS data types. The first is a correlation data collection, in which one dimensional attribute of the object is good when another dimension is also very good. The second is independent data collection, in which there is no connection between the two dimensional parameters and they are subject to independent, random distributions. The third is reverse correlation data collection, in which one dimensional attribute of the object is good, the other dimensional attribute is poor, and there is a relative balance between them. Figure 3 shows examples of the number of Skyline objects in these three different types of data collection. In this case, each type of data contains 35 SaaS services in which the black point indicates the Skyline service that dominates other services (white points). In the three different types of data collection, the Skyline objects in the correlation data collection have the smallest scale, as shown in Figure 3(a) . The Skyline objects in the reverse correlation data collection have the largest scale, as shown in Figure 3(b) . The Skyline objects in the independent data collection have a medium scale, as shown in Figure 3 
Comparative experiments with other service selection algorithms
Experiment 1: the comparison of execution success ratio
The purpose of experiment 1 is to verify the success ratio of service selection by the method proposed in this paper and present it in contrast with the Global and Hybrid methods. Figure 4 shows the experimental results of the success ratio in four types of QoS data using the SSBS. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the success ratio with the Global and Hybrid methods. As Figure 4 shows, regardless of the number of candidate services and the SaaS service QoS, the success ratio of SSBS approaches 98.85%. This effectively overcomes problems such as the combination of poor quality, poor reliability, and service selection failure due to the uncertainty of QoS. In the experimental results shown in groups of Figure 4 , for the QoS associated data types, the service selection success ratios are 100%. Although the success ratios for the other QoS data types do not achieve 100%, their average never falls below 98%. As shown in Figure 5 , regardless of the number of candidate services and the SaaS service QoS, the success ratio of SSBS is considerably better than the Global and Hybrid methods. A comparison of the success ratio on QoS positive phase data is shown in Figure 5 (a). The success ratio is 100% when using the method proposed in this paper, while the average success ratios of the Global and Hybrid methods are 53.2% and 59%, respectively. A comparison of the success ratio on QoS inverted phase data is shown in Figure 5(b) . The success ratio is 98.4% using the method proposed in this paper, while the average success ratios of the Global and Hybrid methods are 48.4% and 58%, respectively. A comparison of the success ratio on QoS independent data is shown in Figure 5 (c). The success ratio is 99.2% using the method proposed in this paper, while the average success ratios of the Global and Hybrid methods are 72% and 71.4%, respectively. A comparison of the success ratio on QWS data is shown in Figure 5(d) . The success ratio is 97.8% using the method proposed in this paper, while the average success ratios of the Global and Hybrid methods are only 51.6% and 53%, respectively. Therefore, these results show that the success ratio of the proposed method is obviously higher than that of both the Global and Hybrid methods. The main reason is that, in the proposed approach, the cloud model is adopted to calculate the uncertainty problem of SaaS service QoS and the Skyline is used to calculate eliminate redundant services, thus reducing the search space for service selection methods and reducing the calculation time. This reduction greatly improved the execution success ratio of service selection. Figure 6 . The time cost of four types of QoS data using the method proposed in this paper
As shown in Figure 6 , regardless of the number of candidate services, the time costs of SSBS are all quite low; their overall average is just 407.5 ms. SSBS can fully meet the user's time requirements in practical applications for SaaS service selection. Skyline service selection on the QoS correlation data requires the least time, averaging less than 200 ms, and the time spent by SSBS is relatively stable and little affected by the changing number of candidate services. Next, is the independent QoS data and the Skyline on the QWS data service selection, which consumes an average of less than 400 ms. Skyline service selection on the QoS reverse correlation data requires the most time. When the number of candidate services exceeds 800, the time cost is more than 1 s. However, the maximum time cost is only 1046 ms, and the average time cost is less than 800 ms; therefore, it will still be able to meet the user's time requirements for service selection. From Figure 7 , we can see that regardless of the number of candidate services and the type of SaaS service QoS, the time cost of SSBS is much lower than that of the Global and Hybrid methods. A comparison of the time cost on QoS correlation data is shown in Figure 7 (a). The time cost is 177.6 ms using the SSBS, while the time costs of the Global and the Hybrid methods are 3920 ms and 4180 ms, respectively-almost 20 times slower than the proposed method. A comparison of the time cost on QoS reverse correlation data is shown in Figure 7 (b). The time cost is 590 ms using the method proposed in this paper, while the time costs of the Global and Hybrid methods are 4760 ms and 4560 ms, respectively-almost 7 times slower than the proposed method. A comparison of time cost on QoS independent data is shown in Figure 7 Global and Hybrid methods are 4200 ms and 4080 ms, respectively-almost 12 times slower than the proposed method. A comparison of time cost on QWS data is shown in Figure 7 (d). The time cost is 338 ms using the method proposed in this paper, while the time costs of the Global and Hybrid methods are 4100 ms and 3980 ms, respectively-almost 11 times slower than the proposed method. Therefore, the comparison of time costs on the above four groups of data among the proposed method and the Global and Hybrid methods clearly shows that this paper's proposed method requires the least time compared with the Global and Hybrid methods. The main reason why the proposed method requires less selection time than the Global and Hybrid methods is that the proposed method adopts the Skyline computation for candidate services in each service class. Through the Skyline computation, it eliminates the redundant services in each service class and retains only the Skyline service. Moreover, the tape model can quickly locate the positional relationship between a service and Skyline and dynamically maintain Skyline services, thereby significantly reducing the time cost of the service selection process.
Conclusions
To efficiently select SaaS services that can meet user's non-functional requirements, we proposed a dynamic selection strategy of SaaS service based on Skyline. To address the uncertainty in SaaS service QoS data, the strategy adopts three digital features, including expectations, entropy and hyper entropy, in the backward cloud algorithm for qualitative transformation. To perform matching selection of all services in the SaaS services library, redundancy elimination algorithm based on Skyline computation is proposed. Based on the dynamic characteristics of SaaS services, we propose a dynamic maintenance algorithm for Skyline service. Finally, the results of simulation experiments show that SSBS is well able to address the uncertainty of the QoS problem, reduce the search space for service selection methods, reduce the calculation time and provide a service selection scheme that effectively satisfies the constraints of users' global QoS requests.
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